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Year 11 Business Plan Challenge. sees the challenge enter its 16th year and we invite all Year 11 students from across
the state to hit us up with their.

The core Our range of core modules offers you the opportunity to strengthen your management fundamentals,
develop your global perspective, and integrate your learning. Additionally, I struggled with understanding the
local accent. Studying at postgraduate level Postgraduate study differs greatly from undergraduate studies as it
requires more reading, dedication, focus and critical thinking. My course The most enjoyable area of my
course was the cultural aspect. The cost of living in Newcastle is comparatively low. The School does a great
job in enriching our experiences, which have ultimately provided me with the opportunity to meet new and
interesting people. It was a great culmination of a hard work and it was a priceless feeling having completed it.
Another aspiration is to gain professional membership of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and
Development CIPD , in order to have the support, resources and connections to progress in my career.
Choosing Newcastle University was an easy decision. Ageing in Health - They are recognised internationally
for research into ageing and health. Why choose the Newcastle MBA? It provides the opportunity to develop
people management skills, and planning and reporting in both oral and written formats. I decided to study at
Newcastle University Business School because it has a great reputation and I thought that a postgraduate
degree obtained at Newcastle would enable me to develop, not only my knowledge in this field, but also shape
me as a person and a HR professional. Reading Lists. For Biology, Chemistry and Physics A levels, a pass is
required in the practical element. In my spare time, I like to cycle around Newcastle and the surrounding areas.
When I first arrived in the UK to work as a volunteer, my English was not very strong. It has enabled me to
expand my knowledge about different cultures, ideas and perspectives. Since then the competition has grown.
Advice for new students Be dedicated to your studies, read frequently and work hard Attend all lectures and
seminars Participate in as many university events as you can to inspire your future career Make friends for life
and enjoy this city to the fullest Highlights One of my best memories so far was the day I was elected as a
student representative for the E-Business programme, enabling me to be the voice of my colleagues. This will
also allow me to be more culturally experienced and hopefully allow me the opportunity to travel. As a result,
I became more confident in public speaking and voicing my opinion. It will develop your knowledge, ability
and ambition to shape both the future of an organisation and of your own career: a winning combination. I was
assessed on a business plan for a start-up business, as well as a direct marketing plan for an existing business.
You will have the chance to create social impact at a grass-roots level by working with local business owners
to explore entrepreneurial business opportunities and develop a business plan to enter into a business pitch
competition. Apply your learning through immersive business experiences with our Business in Action
module, intensive Business Awareness Experience and challenging business led competitions. Data -
Newcastle University has partnered with the Alan Turing institute, which is working to realise the
world-changing potential of data science. Leadership development By honing your skills in leadership, critical
thinking, self-reflection, consultancy and communication, you will work to improve your performance while
gaining universally applicable business knowledge and skills that you can apply immediately to your own
career progression. A hands-on approach to learning Studying our MBA is a challenging, yet rewarding,
experience and requires significant personal commitment. Images supplied. However, while studying at
Newcastle University I realised that I would be much more suited to working for an international company
with global opportunities. The teaching and assessment methods have helped me to become more independent
and open minded. I chose International Human Resource Management because the course modules sounded
very interesting and I was fascinated by variations in Human Resource Management practice in different
nations, ultimately shaped by the culture. The School of Computing is number one in the UK for research
impact and it is the world's largest repository of urban data. Immersive business experiences Through the
programme we offer you a month intensive journey of immersion and practical application. This has given me
a better insight into how different organisations operate and what they expect from job applicants. With its
Metro light rail service, you can reach the coast or countryside in minutes, too. Newcastle University
continually invests in its facilities so that you have access to some of the best resources in the country. Low
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drop-out rates and high satisfaction scores reflect the quality of support students receive when they come to
study at Newcastle University. Group work develops awareness of the environment business sector and
processes within it.


